Bonferroni Inequalities and Negative Cycles in Large Complete
Signed Graphs D RAGOS ¸ P OPESCU AND I OAN T OMESCU
In this paper the problem of characterizing extremal graphs K n relatively to the number of negative p -cycles , when the number of negative edges is fixed , is solved for large n . This number can be expressed as an alternating sum for which the Bonferroni inequalities hold . Finally , the asymptotic value of the probability that a p -cycle of K n is negative is found as n 5 ϱ , if the negative edges induce a subgraph the components of which are paths or cycles .
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. I NTRODUCTION
A signed graph G based on F is an ordinary graph F with each edge marked as positive or negative . In this paper we shall consider only the case in which F is the complete graph K n . A cycle of K n is said to be negative if it contains an odd number of negative edges ; otherwise , it is positive [2] . Let us denote by K p ,q the complete bipartite graph the partite sets of which contain p and q vertices respectively , by sK 2 the graph on 2 s vertices consisting of s vertex-disjoint edges , by G ( K n ; H ) the complete signed graph K n the negative edges of which induce a subgraph isomorphic to H , and by C Ϫ p ( G ) the number of negative p -cycles contained by the signed graph G . If signed (or ordinary) graphs G and H are isomorphic , we shall denote this by G Х H .
A signed graph is called balanced if each of its cycles is positive . It is easy to show 
The proof is similar to that of the Bonferroni inequalities for the inclusion -exclusion
We need the following auxiliary result , the proof of which can be set out using standard methods [1] . L EMMA 3 . Suppose that the ertex -disjoint paths P 1 , . . . , P s containing together t ϩ s ertices are induced subgraphs of K n . The number of p -cycles of K n that contain all
T HEOREM 1 . Let G be a complete graph of order n containing s negati e edges .
) and the equality holds if f G Х G ( K n ; sK 2 ) . P ROOF . (a) Suppose that the negative edges of G ( K n ; K 1 ,s ) are denoted by e 1 , . . . , e s and let A i be the set of p -cycles of K n containing edge e i for i ϭ 1 , . . . , s . Then
. . , f s be the negative edges of G and let B i be the set of p -cycles of K n that contain edge f i for i ϭ 1 , . . . , s . By the Bonferroni inequalities we deduce that
If the edges f i and f j have no common vertex , then ( K n ; K 1 ,s ) , there exist two edges f i and f j having no common extremity ; hence (1) and (2) it follows that C
) and any pair of edges among f 1 , f 2 and f 3 have a common extremity , then G Х G ( K n ; K 3 ) and in this case we obtain that C
) and the equality sign occurs if f p у 4 .
(b) By the Bonferroni inequalities we deduce , as above , that
Suppose that G Х ͉ G ( K n ; sK 2 ) . With the notation introduced above we find that 
) if H i ,j ,k is isomorphic to a path of length 3 ; (v) 0 if
. Now the proof follows in a similar way as above , by considering the cases p у 4 and p ϭ 3 . ᮀ
It is clear that
2 )) ϭ s for every n у 2 s . Hence , for large n , from the Theorem 1 we can deduce the structure of signed graphs based on K n such that d ( G ) ϭ s having a minimum (resp . maximum) number of negative p -cycles .
. N EGATIVE p -C YCLES IN C OMPLETE S IGNED G RAPHS THE N EGATIVE E DGES OF WHICH I NDUCE P ATHS OR C YCLES L EMMA . Let k and i be natural fixed numbers and let G be a graph with s edges such that d ( x ) р k for e ery x V ( G ) . If M i ( G ) denotes the number of matchings of G
containing i edges , the following equality holds :
P ROOF . Since the number of ordered selections of i pairwise non-adjacent edges of 
We shall prove that , for any fixed i , we have
Suppose that the s negative edges of G induce r components C 1 , . . . , C r that are paths or cycles , having a 1 , . . . , a r vertices , respectively . The number of the selections of i edges from the set of the edges of a path P of length a Ϫ 1 , such that these i edges generate exactly j connected components on P , is equal to ( [5] and the number of these selections for a cycle C of length a is equal to a -
By Lemma 3 , we deduce that
where 
. ᮀ Note added in proof : The authors proved that the conclusion of the Theorem 2 holds also if we suppose that the degrees of vertices of H are bounded above by an absolute constant C .
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